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Accelerate your transformation to an intelligent enterprise with the cloud

Digital transformation is the biggest change any of us has seen in our lifetime. With the ability to deliver virtually unlimited computing services over the Internet, the cloud has enabled the creation of multi-billion-dollar business models, while at the same time putting existing businesses under stress. By 2020, two-thirds of the Global 2000 CEOs will have digital transformation at the heart of their corporate strategy, as it has become imperative not just to their continued growth, but to their very existence.

Digital is already affecting the way you interact with your customers; the very nature of competition; the way you think about data; your approach to innovation; and finally, the value your business creates for your customers. It is abundantly clear that traditional on-premise IT cannot scale to meet the needs of a digital world. Game changing technologies like ML, AI and automation mean that a sound cloud migration and adoption strategy will be the foundation of an intelligent enterprise.


Cloud migration and adoption is one thing. However, the process of digital transformation is not a one-time exercise - instead, it is continuous, and requires ongoing review, orchestration and alignment with changing business needs and macroeconomic factors. This requires that you have an intelligent, multi-cloud platform that can continually optimize your cloud investments - right from assessment, to adoption, optimization, automation, security and compliance. This allows you to free valuable people bandwidth on business focused outcomes.

Adopt cloud on your terms with Max-IT!

No matter which stage you are in your cloud adoption journey, Max-IT! provides you with the tools, processes, intelligent optimization and automation to help your business succeed. Be it an intuitive dashboard or governance and compliance controls with drift detection, Max-IT! eliminates complexity and delivers outcome focused, business-centric features that put your needs first. Max-IT! is an AI-infused, intelligent multi-cloud platform that can help you to:

- Accelerate cloud assessment and migration
- Continually optimize your costs across multiple cloud environments
- Stay secure and compliant with automation

We've got your business needs covered

Max-IT! was built with a singular purpose – to enable businesses to cut complexity and focus on outcomes. Max-IT! addresses a wide range of needs, and scales from the simplest of cloud instances to demanding multi-cloud deployments. Max-IT! addresses a wide range of business pain points:

- I need to modernize my IT environment and applications.
- I need to reduce costs and complexity in migrating my applications to the cloud, and reduce dependency on IT skills
- I need to reduce my cloud bills, optimize my costs and align them to business investments – across multiple cloud environments
- I need proactive and continuous security and compliance monitoring on the cloud
- I want to automate cloud provisioning and eliminate manual intervention, security and compliance risks

Quadra - connecting technology to your business

Quadra is a global award-winning cloud solution provider, focused on helping businesses transform into intelligent enterprises by leveraging technology effectively. One of Microsoft’s top-rated partners worldwide, with more than 36 global awards to our credit across 14 years, we offer a full suite of services, consulting and innovative products that deliver tangible outcomes for our customers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>60+ Awards</th>
<th>100+ Case Studies</th>
<th>500+ Certifications</th>
<th>3000+ Customers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
Continuous digital transformation with Max-IT!

Moving workloads and applications to the cloud is just the first step - but it does not stop there. In order to be relevant to changing business needs and market dynamics, it is important that your cloud infrastructure continue to evolve and stay optimized even as you add new applications. Whether you are planning to move your first workloads to the cloud, or a mature cloud user with multi-cloud and hybrid operations, you can benefit from Max-IT! orchestration and automation.

Making it real

As digital technologies fundamentally change the way businesses are created and run, it is vital that you have access to a powerful cloud automation and optimization platform which can bridge the gap between your business needs and emerging technology capabilities. Max-IT! addresses the entire gamut of cloud uses cases with broad range of services for your business. By supplementing Max-IT’s capabilities with more two decades of industry experience, Quadra is well poised to help your business transform by increasing business agility and operational efficiency, while reducing costs through continuous optimization.

Future proof your cloud investments

We don't just address your current business needs - we are also focused on what’s next for your business. With a product development team that comprises of some of the top thought leaders in the industry, Max-IT! ensures that your business is always future proof.
Max-IT! covers the entire gamut of your cloud management needs, and seamlessly handles workloads at different maturity levels. No matter where you are placed on the cloud adoption curve, Max-IT! delivers a broad range of functionality that aims at mitigating business risk and delivering outcomes.

- **Provider Agnostic**
  - Configure network, infra, OS needs once and apply on any cloud

- **Configure Management**
  - Apply configurations across application and infra layers

- **CI/CD**
  - Enabled for continuous integration and continuous delivery / deployment

- **Dashboard**
  - Keep track of operational, security and compliance controls

- **Auditing**
  - Full audit log of all changes to the IT environment across infrastructure, network, security and application layers.

- **Drift Detection**
  - Realtime tracking and alerts for all changes to the IT environment.

- **Security Posture**
  - Configure Security standards and policies at org or BU level apply seamlessly

- **Container Management**
  - Manage docker, kubernetes and containers

- **App Instance on demand**
  - Ability to spin up new application instance for QA, UAT and other environments thereby enabling parallel development.

- **Governance**
  - Configure approvers for various environments and tie the entire release process to appropriate approvals

- **Monitoring**
  - Realtime monitoring of business applications and infrastructure

- **Compliance**
  - Setup and enforce compliance controls like GDPR, HIPAA, PCI DSS, ISO27002, NIST.